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Between 2000-2018, about 

1.17 million hectares of land 

was converted into urban use. 

This is approximately 250 

football fields per day. 



Urban form
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▪ Obvious differences in Europe.

▪ It’s hard to discern these patterns 

quantitatively/by alogorithms, but 

it’s easy to see with the naked eye

▪ Therefore we did a manual 

classification of urban form at the 

NUTS3 level (1400)



Analysis: main structure / substructure
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▪ Polycentric regions were the most frequently occurring and that diffuse development in the 

substructure occurs as frequently around monocentric as polycentric regions
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Three modes of urbanisation
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▪ Compact / containment

▪ High-density compact cities with land-take close to zero

▪ Growth boundaries (e.g. greenbelts), infill development, 

brownfield redevelopment

▪ Polycentric / clustered

▪ Medium-density, clustered, polycentric urban structure

▪ Planned new towns, TOD, some new urbanist designs

▪ Diffuse / scattered

▪ Low-density, scattered/discontinuous, car-oriented

▪ Organic growth, home ownership and mobility support



Diffuse scenario

▪ Rationale

▪ Starting in 2020, a policy of urban diffusion was embarked upon to allow and encourage 

Europeans to enjoy the pleasures of countryside living. 

▪ Policy package

▪ Planning policies abolished; only Natura 2000 areas remain

▪ Building along existing roadways in a piecemeal fashion



Polycentric scenario

▪ Rationale

▪ Starting in 2020, a policy of urban clustering was promoted throughout Europe to create 

human-scale communities with good accessibility to cities and open green space.

▪ Policy package / model input

▪ 30% infill development objective

▪ Building in and around midsize towns, preferably near rail stations



Compact scenario

▪ Rationale

▪ Starting in 2020, a policy of urban containment was promoted throughout Europe to promote 

the vitality of cities, allow for high-quality public services and enhance sustainability. 

▪ Policy package

▪ 50% infill development objective

▪ Building encouraged in and around cities
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Discussion

▪Which direction is your own region heading?

▪ Compact, Polycentric or Diffuse?

▪Are you happy with this direction? 

▪ Does it reflect good planning (best function at best location)? 

▪ Is it sustainable (future economic, ecological and social value)?



Stakeholder engagement



Sustainability framework

▪Broad definition of sustainability

▪ People, Planet, Profit / Equity, Ecology, Economy

▪Three urbanization modes

▪ Compact, polycentric, diffuse

▪Method: literature review

▪ Inductive: seek indicators that link urbanization modes to sustainability dimensions

▪ Assessment: is there a positive or negative relationship? (- - to + +)
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▪ Economy

+ + agglomeration ecconomies, jobs, accessibility, inner city redevelopment

+ + lower transportation costs, energy consumption per capita

- reduced new housing supply, market volatility 

▪ Ecology

+ + reduced dependency on cars and transport-related pollution

+ preservation of agricultural land and open space, low GHG emissions

+/- inside compact cities biodiversity reduced, more possibilities outside

- loss of green space due to densification, higher risk of natural hazards

▪ Equity

+ cycling, walking, recreation, variety in housing, mixed-use areas

+/- polarization of incomes but less spatial segregation

- exposure to traffic noise, decrease of urban green, smaller units

- - affordable housing

Results of compact scenario



Results of diffuse scenario

▪ Economy

+ increasing wealth, high skilled jobs in edge cities (airports, technopoles)

+ low-cost housing meets market demand

- - less public transport, higher costs because of car commuting

▪ Ecology

+ more space for water infiltration and retention

+/- abundance of green spaces depend on the type of the neighbourhood

- decrease in availability of land

- - increased car mobility, air pollution, loss of biodiversity, open space and 
agricultural land 

▪ Equity

+ + affordable housing

+ good quality of life - low density housing has privacy and gardens

- spatially segregated land uses, health problems due to pollution

- - social polarization, low social mobility



Conclusions

▪Urban form matters for sustainability

▪ Some regions inherited certain forms, hard to change

▪ Still some developments perceptible in 2000-2018 period

▪Assessing urbanization modes

▪ Cartographic: which (types of) areas are urbanized in each scenario?

▪ Statistical: how does urban growth and population density develop?

▪ Multicriteria: how do the modes score on various (important) indicators? 



// Thank you
David Evers, PBL (Netherlands)


